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We characterize those positively Lagrange stable motions of a dynamical system 
I[: R x X+ A’ on a complete metric space X for which the corresponding positive 
o-limit set consists of a single periodic motion. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
A topological criterion for the existence of periodic motions of a 
dynamical system n: Iw x X+ X on a complete metric space X was given 
two decades ago by G. R. Sell [S]. In particular, Sell [S] addressed the 
question as to when the positive w-limit set o+(x) of a positively Lagrange 
stable motion n( ., x) through x E X would consist of a single periodic 
motion, and he proved [S, Theorem 21 that this will be the case whenever 
n( ., x) is at least asymptotically stable in the following sense: 
(0.a) rr( ., x) is uniformly positively Lyapunov stable with respect to 
the closure of its positive orbit y+(x), and 
(0.b) corresponding to each ~~cl(y+(x)), there exists r = r( v) E IR 
such that lim, _ co d(7c(t,y), ?T(t+7, x))=O. 
However, the extent to which either (0.a) or (0.b) is also necessary was left 
open (cf. [S, p. 1483). 
In this paper, we continue the study initiated in our recent treatment [3] 
of a related problem posed by V. V. Nemytskii and V. V. Stepanov [2, 
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pp. 403-4041 by giving a complete solution (Theorem 2.5) to the question 
considered by Sell in [S]. Along the way, moreover, we will show that, 
while (0.a) and (0.b) are not necessary for w+(x) to consist of a single 
periodic motion, Sell’s result is nonetheless best possible in the sense that 
neither (0.b) nor (0.a) can be separately weakened except in a purely for- 
mal way (Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, respectively). Finally, turning in Section 3 
to consider stability conditions under which the motion rr( ., x) itself will be 
periodic, we extend (and correct) Sell’s work in this direction as it was 
presented in [ 51. 
Before concluding these introductory remarks, we pause to recall that if 
X is a Banach space and A : 9(A) cX+ X generates a C,-group (G(t)),, R 
of continuous (generally nonlinear) operators on X, then strong solutions 
of the abstract Cauchy problem 
i 
i(t) = Ax(t), IER 
x(0)=x, 
associated with A can be realized as motions of the dynamical system 
n : R x X + X defined by setting rc(t, x) = G(t) x for t E R! and x E X. The 
results to which we have alluded above serve to distinguish those motions 
of rc which are either periodic or asymptotically tend to a periodic motion. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper, X will denote a complete metric space with 
metric d, and rr: R x X + X will denote a dynamical system (or flow) on X. 
As usual, given XEX, ~+(x)={rr(t,x):t~R+} and y(x)={n(t,x):t~R} 
denote the positive orbit and orbit, respectively, of the corresponding 
motion rc( ., x): [w + X, while 
o+(x)={y~X:thereexistsO<t,+cc suchthatrr(t,,x)+y} 
denotes the (positive) o-limit set of rr( ., x). Moreover, the set A+(x) of all 
y E X for which there exists r E R such that lim,,, d(n(t, y), rr(t + r, x)) = 0 
will be called the (positive) region of orbital attraction of the motion rr( ., x) 
through x E X. 
We now collect the requisite notions of stability (cf. [l, 2, 4, 51). For 
reasons which will become apparent in Section 3, we adopt a somewhat 
broader formulation of Lyapunov stability (cf. [ 1, p. 1063) than the one 
given by Sell in [S]. Moreover, our results in Section 2 lead us to depart 
from convention (cf. [4, p. 1221) and omit Lyapunov stability as a 
requirement for “orbital asymptotic stability.” 
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1.1. DEFINITION. Let rc : R x X-t X be a dynamical system on a com- 
plete metric space X, and fix x E X. 
(i) The motion TC( ., x) is positioely Lagrange stable (respectively, 
Lagrange stable) if y+(x) (respectively, y(x)) is relatively compact in X. 
(ii) The motion x( ., x) is orbitally asymptotically stable with respect 
to a set D G Xprovided there exists q > 0 such that y E A + (x) whenever y E D 
undd(y, n(t,x))<qforsome tER+. 
(iii) For A, BG X, we will say that the motions through A (i.e., 
{TC( ., y): y E A)) are uniformly positively Lyupunov stable with respect to 
B if, given E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that d(z( t, y), n(t, z)) < E for all 
t >, 0 whenever y E A, z E B, and d( y, z) < 6. In this case when A = y ‘(x), 
we will simply say that the motion n( ., x) is uniformly positively Lyapunov 
stable with respect to B, which agrees with the usage in [5]. 
The following periodicity conditions will also be needed. For the pur- 
poses of this definition, we let C(R +, X) denote the set of all continuous 
functions from R + into X, and recall that a subset P of R! + is said to be 
relatively dense if there exists l> 0 such that [t, t + 11 A P # @ for all 
tER+. 
1.2. DEFINITION (cf. [3]). 
(i) A function f~c([W+, X) is said to be asymptotically almost 
periodic (a.a.p.) if, given E > 0, there exists M= M(E) >,O and a relatively 
dense subset P = P(E) of IF!+ such that d(f(t + t), f( t)) < E for all t > h4 and 
every T E P. 
(ii) A function f~ C(R+, X) is said to be remotely almost periodic 
(r.a.p.) if, given E > 0, there exists a relatively dense subset P= P(E) of lR+ 
and M(E, r) 2 0 corresponding to each r E P such that d(f( t + t), f(t)) < E 
whenever r E: P and t > M(E, r). 
Finally, let us recall that 7~ is said to be distal on a nonvoid invariant set 
D G X provided that, for any pair of distinct points x, y E D, there exists 
9 > 0 such that d(n(t, x), n(t, y)) 2 q for all t E R. 
2. STABILITY AND PERIODICITY 
The condition listed as (0.b) in the Introduction is equivalent to requir- 
ing that cl(y + (x)) E A +(x) or, what is the same, that n( ., x) be orbitally 
asymptotically stable with respect to cl(y+(x)). We would further note 
that, according to [3, Theorem 2.21, a motion rr( ., x) is positively 
Lagrange stable and satisfies (0.a) if, and only if, rc( ., x)1 R+ is a.a.p. Con- 
sequently, the problem left open by Sell [S, p. 1481 as to the extent (0.b) 
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could be weakened turns out to be a question about a.a.p. motions. We 
begin by showing that [S, Theorem 21 is actually the best possible result in 
this direction. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let n: [w x X -+ X be a dynamical system on a complete 
metric space X, fix x E X, and assume that z( ., x)1 R+ is asymptotically 
almost periodic. Then there exists y E o+(x) such that z( ., y) is periodic and 
o+(x) = y( y) if and only if 7c( ., x) is orbitally asymptotically stable with 
respect to cl(y + (x)). 
Proof Although sufficiency follows from [S, Theorem 21, we shall 
indicate a direct argument based on our methods. First, however, we note 
that in any event o+(x) is a compact minimal set of almost periodic 
motions and that there exists a unique YEW+(X) such that 
lim,,, d(lz( t, x), z(t, y)) = 0 by [3, Theorem 2.41. Let us now suppose that 
z E w’(x)\?(y). By assumption, there would then exist r E [w such that 
lim,,, d(z(t,z), n(t+z, x))=O whence lim,,, d(z(t,z), n(t+z, y))=O, 
and this would contradict the fact that rr is distal on w+(x) [S, p. 14.51. 
Thus, w+(x) = y( y) whereby rr( ., y) is even periodic (cf. [S, p. 1473). Con- 
versely, assuming that o+(x) = y(z) for some z E o+(x), there exists 0 E R 
so that z = rc((~, y). Now, given any s E [w and setting t = s + G, we have that 
lim d(n(t,n(s,z)), z(t+z,x))= lim d(z(t+r,y),z(t+z,x))=O, 
,+CC I--+3c 
which serves to complete the proof. 
We now proceed to give a sharper version of Theorem 2.1 which will 
show that there is also no point in trying to weaken (0.a) unless (0.b) is 
simultaneously weakened. Of course, if W+(X) consists of a single periodic 
motion, then w+(x) is an equiperiodic set of motions, and thus, assuming 
that rc( ., x) is positively Lagrange stable, 7c( ., x)1 R+ must necessarily be at 
least r.a.p. in view of [3, Proposition 2.83. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let ?t: R x X + X be a dynamical system on a complete 
metric space X, fix x E X, and assume that y+(x) is relatively compact. Then 
the following two assertions are equivalent: 
1. (i) n( ., x)1 R+ is asymptotically almost periodic, and 
(ii) there exists y EO+(X) such that z( ., y) is periodic with 
o+(x)=Y(Y); 
2. (i) 7c( ., x)1 R + is remotely almost periodic, and 
(ii) n( ., x) is orbitally asymptotically stable with respect to 
cu?J + (x)1. 
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ProojI Assume that rr( ., x)1 R+ is a.a.p. Then rr( ., x)1 R+ is certainly 
r.a.p., while 2(ii) follows from Theorem 2.1 in case o+(x) consists of a 
single periodic motion. For the converse, fix YEW+(X). Since 2(i) holds, 
n( ., ~(a, y)) is therefore almost periodic for every d E Iw by [3, 
Proposition 2.83. Now, choosing r = r(y)~ R so that lim,,, d(n(t, y), 
rc(t + r, x)) = 0, we have that lim,,, d(n( t, TC( - T, y)), x( t, x)) = 0 whence 
rr( ., x)1 R+ is a.a.p. by [3, Theorem 2.41. Another application of 
Theorem 2.1 now serves to conclude the proof. 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 aside, however, the following example from [3] 
shows that (0.a) and (0.b) are not necessary for o+(x) to consist of a single 
periodic motion. 
2.3. EXAMPLE [3, Example 3.11. Taking X to be the space C(R) of all 
real or complex valued continuous functions on R under the compact-open 
topology K, let T( : R x X+ X be the usual translation group on (C(W), K) 
(i.e., rc(o, f) =f, for (0, f) E lK! x X, where f,(t) =f(t + o) for each t E R), 
and consider the function f0 E C(W) defined by fO( t) = sin( t + log( 1 + 1 t I )) 
for t E IF!. Then 
(a) y +(f,) is relatively compact in X and w+(fO) is the set 
{sin w  : w  E W} of translates of the sine function, but 
(b) 4.Al LQ + is not asymptotically almost periodic (indeed, it even 
fails to be weakly almost periodic in the sense of Eberlein), and 
(c) n( .,fO) is not orbitally asymptotically stable with respect to 
w  + (Ad). 
Proof: The only new assertion is (c), and this is a trivial consequence of 
Theorem 2.2 since rr( ., &)I IW+ is r.a.p. by [3, Proposition 2.83. 
In other words, n( ., fO) is positively Lagrange stable and o + (fO) consists 
of a single periodic motion, but rc( ., fO) is neither uniformly positively 
Lyapunov stable nor orbitally asymptotically stable with respect to 
cl(y +(f,)). On the other hand, let n( ., x) be any positively Lagrange stable 
motion such that o+(x) consists of a single periodic motion. Then o+(x) 
is a compact minimal set of (almost) periodic motions, and so necessarily 
(i) XC-, XII R+ must be r.a.p. and (ii) X( ., x) must uniformly approximate 
w+(x) by [3, Theorem 2.71. However, as can readily be seen by consider- 
ing any almost periodic motion that is not periodic, these two conditions 
fail to be sufficient. In view of Theorem 2.2, therefore, what is clearly 
needed is a condition which, roughly speaking, lies between o+(x) 
being uniformly approximated by rc( ., x) and z( ., X) being orbitally 
asymptotically stable with respect to cl(y +(x)). 
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2.4. DEFINITION. If rc : R x X-+ X is a dynamical system on a complete 
metric space X and XE X, we let SA’(x) denote the set of all ye X for 
which, given any sequence 0 < t, -+ co, there exists z E R and a subsequence 
(t,J of (t,) such that lim, d(n(tnk, y), rc(tnk + r, x)) = 0. 
Obviously, A +(x) G SA +(x) for each x E X, and the containment can be 
proper as may be seen by combining the next result with Theorem 2.2 and 
Example 2.3. We now proceed to characterize those positively Lagrange 
stable motions rc( ., x) for which o+(x) consists of a single periodic motion. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let rc: R x X -+ X be a dynamical system on a complete 
metric space X, fix x E X, and assume that y +(x) is relatively compact. Then 
there exists y E w’(x) such that x( ., y) is periodic and w+(x) = y(y) if, and 
only if, 
(i) x( ., x)1 R+ is remotely almost periodic, and 
(ii) cl(y+(x))c SA+(x). 
Proof: Assume that y E w  + (x) with Z( -, y) periodic and o+(x) = y(y). 
Then o+(x) is an equiperiodic set of motions whereby (i) follows from [3, 
Proposition 2.81. To see that (ii) is also satisfied, consider ZEW+(X) and a 
sequence O< t, + co. Taking a subsequence (t,,) of (t,) such that the 
sequences (n( tnk, x)) and (n(tnk, y)) are both convergent in X, we choose p, 
v, P E 18 so that z = 4~ ~1, 4tnk, Y) -, NV, Y), and dtnk, xl -+ 4p, y). Now, 
for z=p+v--p, we have that 
as required. 
Conversely, assuming that (i) holds and again applying [3, 
Proposition 2.8 J, we have that w+(x) is an equi-almost periodic set of 
motions. For each n E N, there thus exists a relatively dense subset P(n) of 
II! such that d(n(t+z, z), n(t, z))< l/n whenever TV P(n), TV R, and 
ZEO+(X). Choosing t =0 and t,~ P(n) with t,>n, nE N, it therefore 
follows that n(t,, z) --, z for every z E w+ (x). Since rr( ., x) is positively 
Lagrange stable, there is then a subsequence (t,,) of (t,) for which the 
sequence (n( t,,, x)) converges to some y E w+(x). This being the case, 
given ZEO+(X), we now invoke (ii) to obtain ZE R such that 
d(z, n(z, Y)) = lip 44tHk, z), aft,, + 7, xl) = 0, 
which gives us that w+(x) = y(y). Moreover, since n(tnk + B, y) + ~(a, y) 
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for every 0 E R, o+(x) = o+(y) whereby o+(x) is also minimal (cf. [3, 
Theorem 2.41). It now follows that x( -, y) is periodic [S, p. 1471, and the 
proof is complete. 
Remark. If n( ., x) is a positively Lagrange stable motion through x E X 
with cl(y+(x))~ U+(x), then it is straightforward to check that 
SA + (x) E SA + (y) for every y E w+(x). Thus, in analogy with an obser- 
vation in [S], if n( ., x) is positively Lagrange stable and D is any subset of 
X for which cl(y +(x)) c D, the sequential counterpart of orbital asymptotic 
stability with respect to D will carry over from n( ., x) to the motions 
through w  + (x). 
3. PERIODIC MOTIONS 
In this section, we characterize the periodic motions of a flow in terms of 
the stability conditions considered above. As should be expected, however, 
it is now necessary to take the entire orbit into account when imposing 
these conditions (cf. [S, p. 1491). 
3.1. THEOREM. Let n: [w x X + X be a dynamical system on a complete 
metric space X, fix x E X, and assume that y(x) is relatively compact. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
1. n( ., x) is periodic; 
2. (i) the motions through y(x) are uniformly positively Lyapunov stable 
with respect to y(x), and 
(ii) cl(y+(x)) 5 SA+(x); 
3. (i) n( ., x) is uniformly positively Lyapunov stable with respect to 
Y(X), and 
(ii) cl(y(x)) E SA+(x); 
4. (i) E( ., x) is untformly positively Lyapunov stable with respect to 
Y(X), and 
(ii) cl(y(x)) E A+(x); 
5. (i) z( -, x) is almost periodic, and 
(ii) cl(y+(x)) c SA+(x). 
Proof Obviously, each of the conditions 2, 3, 4, and 5 is necessary for 1 
to hold. Since a Lagrange stable motion Z( ., x) which additionally satisfies 
2 (i) is known to be a.p. (cf. [ 1, Chapter V, Theorem 6.12]), we also have 
that 2 implies 5. If 5 holds, then x E o+(x) since n( -, x) is a.p., while o+(x) 
consists of a single periodic motion by Theorem 2.5, and so 7r( -, x) is 
necessarily periodic in this case. 
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Since the implication 4 * 3 is immediate, it will suffice to show that 3 
implies 1 in order to complete the proof. To this end, assuming that 3 
holds, we first note that, since Z( ., x)1 lR+ is a.a.p. by [3, Theorem 2.21, 
Theorem 2.5 again gives us that o+(x) consists of a single periodic motion. 
Thus, it will be enough to show that XEO+(X). Choosing a sequence 
0 <s, + co, we may assume that the corresponding sequence (n( -s,, x)) 
converges to some z E cl(y(x)), and hence, invoking 3 (ii), there exists r E R 
and a subsequence (s,,) of s,) such that 
liy d(~(s,~, z), 7t(snk + r, x)) = 0; (3a) 
we claim that lim, II(S,~ + r, x) =x. To prove this, we let E > 0, and choose 
6 > 0 according to 3(i) so that d(n(t, p), n(t, q)) < E for all t E R + whenever 
p E y +(x), q E y(x), and d(p, q) < 6. In view of (3a), there exists Jo N such 
that s,,, + T 2 0 and d(n(s,, z), n(s, + t, x)) < 6/2. Moreover, there exists 
k, E N so that snk 3 s,,, and d(~( -.snk + s,,,, x), K(s,,, z)) < 6/2 for all k > k,. 
This being the case, d(lr( -s,,~ + s9, x), n(s,,, + 7, x)) < 6 for all k 2 k,, and 
consequently, since s,, + 5 E R +, 
d(z(t-s,,+sn,,x), n(t+s,,+r,x))a (3b) 
for all k > k, and every t > 0. Fixing k 2 k. and substituting s,,~ - s,, for t in 
(3b), we conclude that d(x, 7c(s,, + 7, x)) < E for all k 2 k,. Thus, having 
established our claim, the proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete. 
The foregoing characterization of periodic motions extends [S, 
Theorem 31 and [S, Corollary, p. 1491, while the equivalence of 1 and 4 
serves to correct an oversight in the statement of [5, Corollary, p. 1491. 
Indeed, it is not possible to further weaken 4(i) by only requiring that 
rc( ., x) be uniformly positively Lyapunov stable with respect to its positive 
orbit y+(x) (or even cl(y +(x))) without losing the sufficiency of 4, and we 
conclude by briefly sketching an example to this effect. The setting is that 
established in Example 2.3. 
3.2. EXAMPLE. Take X to be the complete metric space (C(R), rc), let 
rc: R x X+ X be the translation group on X, and consider any function 
fe C(R) which vanishes at infinity on Iw and yet does not vanish identically. 
Then (a) n( ., f)l R+ is asymptotically almost periodic (whence rr( ., f) is 
uniformly positively Lyapunov stable with respect to cl(y ‘(f)) by [3, 
Theorem 2.2]), and (b) cl(y(f)) cA+(f), but (c) a(., f) is not almost 
periodic. 
Proof: Conclusions (a) and (c) follow directly from the fact that 
rc( ., f) : R + X must itself vanish at infinity on [w without vanishing identi- 
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tally, while (b) is an obvious consequence of Theorem 2.1 since cl(y(f))\ 
y(S) consists exactly of the function which is identically zero on R. 
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